Abstract-This paper proposes a novel approach to power wireless communication network base stations (BSs) in order to achieve higher resilience. In the proposed dc microgrid, resilience is improved with the coordinated operation of renewable energy sources, energy storage devices, and BS traffic using an integrated controller that adjusts BS traffic and distributes stored energy among cell sites based on weather forecast and other operational conditions. The essential role played by power electronics active power distribution nodes in this resilient microgrid is also explained. Resilience improvements are evaluated quantitatively with metrics analogous to that of availability, which considers energy storage levels, power generation, and load. The analysis shows that the proposed system allows reducing service restoration times by a factor of 3 or improve resilience by doubledigit percentage points, while the battery life is extended by about 10%. Additionally, battery bank size needs and PV array footprints can be reduced without compromising resilience. The proposed microgrid is implemented for wireless communication networks because both energy and communications are identified in the U.S. Presidential Policy Directive 21 as the two infrastructures that are especially critical for community resilience. Nevertheless, this same technology can also be used in other applications, such as residential neighborhoods or industrial campuses.
in recent natural disasters a very large percentage of the cell sites survived the disruptive event undamaged, they lost service due to issues related to their power supply. Although BSs are equipped with batteries, usually these batteries provide an autonomy of 2-8 h, which is less than the duration of the long power outages that typically follow a natural disaster. The conventional solution for powering BSs during these long power outages is to use diesel gensets. Yet, in many countries, the BSs are not typically equipped with a permanent genset, which forces network operators in these locations to endure the significant logistical burden of deploying portable gensets [2] , [5] . As it is increasingly seen in the USA, even in the cases of the BS equipped with permanent gensets or other type of permanent backup power generator, the use of gensets present some issues during extreme disruptive events [6] , [8] . These issues include a relatively high probability of failure to start [9] , low availability when operated for more than 24 h [10] , and the creation of significant logistical effort in order to keep all gensets fueled and operating.
References [3] , [11] [12] [13] suggest that one alternative to the issues presented by conventional backup power plants is to use microgrids. However, as studied in [12] , microgrids need to be correctly designed in order to be resilient. As explained in [12] , one of the challenges of designing resilient microgrids is to address the issue that many local power sources depend on a lifeline that can be affected by the disruptive event or natural disaster in the same way that conventional power grids are affected during these events. For example, as it is explained in [11] , microgrids relying on natural gas to fuel microturbines, engine generators, or fuel cells with local reformers may likely have their natural gas supply interrupted for an extensive period of time after an earthquake.
As suggested in [11] , [12] , and [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , because renewable energy sources do not require a lifeline to operate, they are a good alternative to power generation units that do depend on another infrastructure. However, the use of renewable energy in wireless communication networks present some challenges. One of these challenges is that the most popular lifeline-free renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic (PV) arrays and wind turbines, exhibit a variable output. To address this variable output and maintain a more continuous operation, PV arrays or wind turbines need to be paired with energy storage, e.g., batteries, or some other nonrenewable source, such as a main grid or a generator with an internal combustion engine. Moreover, renewable energy sources have a relatively large footprint compared with wireless networks loads. For example, a typical BS may consume up to about 5 kW/m 2 -consumed power over a single rack or cabinet, whereas a typical PV module may generate about 250 W/m 2 -a footprint 20 times larger than that of the load [2] , [14] , [15] , [18] . Although the relatively large footprints of PV modules may not be an issue when trying to collocate them at a cell site in a rural environment, such large footprints are a significant limitation in city centres where space is limited. Also importantly, system operators would be concerned with the generated power output variability, which may cause low power supply availability to the BSs. Although energy storage can assist in improving footprint and output power variability issues [14] , [15] , in order to improve availability, it is still necessary to consider the effect of these operating profiles on battery life [19] . As a result of these issues, the use of renewable energy to power wireless communication networks is limited. However, these issues can be improved if loads, energy storage, and power output from renewable sources are managed in an integrated way [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] . BSs' power consumption optimization has been explored in past works. For example, [21] and [22] present an approach to reduce BSs' power consumption by switching OFF (set to sleep mode) BSs in a cellular network selected according to traffic conditions. In addition, [23] proposes an efficient cell zooming technique that adjusts a BS coverage area so as to balance the traffic load and reduce power consumption. Various other techniques, such as interference management and resource management by power control, are discussed in [24] . These techniques might be helpful when the BSs are powered through conventional means. However, these methods are limited in their use to times when the traffic going through the BS is small enough to avoid network congestion. This paper discusses a microgrid that is formed by interconnecting a group of nearby BSs in a common microgrid [14] , [15] , [20] , named herein as an RWCM. In order to address the issues associated with the use of renewable energy sources in wireless cell sites, BS load, energy stored in batteries, and power generation output from renewable sources are controlled in an integrated and coordinated way [15] . This coordinated control considers that the generation of distributed renewable sources and stored energy in battery banks is shared while the traffic loads are controlled by considering quality of experience (QoE) constraints [25] and battery bank SOC. Due to the importance of energy storage for the operation of the proposed RWCM, the focus of this paper is on battery management. In particular, this paper focuses on the highlevel controller of a hierarchical integrated traffic power energy management platform based on the predicted renewable energy and battery bank SOC. The proposed control can be considered a particular case of a DSM or DR. These techniques have been discussed in the past for power grids [26] , [27] even considering cases involving battery management in electric vehicles [28] , [29] . However, there are some important differences between these past works and the one presented in this paper. One important difference is that these DSM strategies have operational targets, such as cost and price reductions [30] , that are not necessarily related to the goal of this paper of improving resilience. Moreover, grid applications, such as in DSM for air conditioning systems [31] , often consider loads that can be momentarily completely interrupted [32] , whereas in the presented wireless communication system application, although loads can be reduced, they cannot be completed interrupted. Furthermore, DSM approaches discussed for microgrids include dispatchable sources [33] , which is not the case of the renewable energy sources considered in this paper.
Use of microgrids in order to improve resilience has been proposed in the past [12] , [34] [35] [36] , including [37] focusing in particular on dc microgrids and [38] on the use of renewable energy sources. However, they do not provide resilience metrics and, thus, improvements in resilience provided by microgrids could not be measured. Energy management controllers for microgrids have also been discussed in [39] [40] [41] , but these do not focus on operation for improved resilience and, in addition, [40] and [41] focus only on the power generation sources without considering loads as an additional controllable asset. Decentralized control of microgrids has also been studied in [35] [36] [37] , [40] , and [41] , but they do not integrate load management as part of the proposed hierarchical control as it is being proposed in this paper. Technologies applicable to dc microgrids have also been discussed in a variety of applications [42] , [43] , some of them even in nonstationary uses, such as for automobiles [44] [45] [46] and ships [47] , but none of these works focuses on resilience.
This paper is structured in the following way. Section II describes the relevant power distribution and control architectures of the RWCM and summarizes resilience metrics used in the analysis and a weather forecasting tool considered in the proposed control strategy. Section III discusses the microgrid planning approach and explains the proposed control strategies for effective energy management in the RWCM, and Section IV uses actual weather data to evaluate the concept validity. Section V concludes this paper by presenting the main findings. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed resilient microgrid that powers a cluster of cellular BSs using a dc power distribution architecture. This configuration assumes that BSs are located relatively nearby, which is consistent with the assumption that the RWCM operates in an urban or a suburban area where the large footprint of renewable energy sources makes it difficult to collocate them at each site and where effective energy storage management is a more critical need. Each of these RWCMs is formed by a few BSs (e.g., 6 or 7). Power for the BSs is obtained primarily from PV modules and wind turbines. The RWCM can still have a grid tie as represented in the electrical schematic in Fig. 3 . However, since during natural disasters it is expected that electric grid power outages may last many days, for the resilience analysis discussed in this paper, it is considered that a connected power grid is not present. As it is well known, cell sites are typically equipped with batteries. While in conventional communication system power plants these batteries are used to power a given cell site during a main power grid outage, in the proposed microgrid, the batteries are used to enhance resilience through a coordinated management of power generation from renewable energy sources and BSs' load control irrespective of whether a potential grid connection is in service or not. This load control is implemented by considering that a BS's power consumption depends on the traffic and the emitted radio signal power, which can be modified within a reasonable margin without significantly affecting the QoE, i.e., the user perception of service quality. Such a QoE depends on the type of traffic and on the network QoS, which are measures of network performance (e.g., data delay, bit rate, and application-specific benchmarks). Still, the QoS can be reduced from the best "excellent" level to values that yield QoE changes that are near imperceptible for the end user or modify QoE so that it still is within the range that corresponds to acceptable performance.
II. FUNDAMENTAL PLANNING, DESIGN, AND OPERATIONS NOTIONS

A. Power Distribution Architecture
As it was indicated, Fig. 3 shows an example of a possible power distribution architecture for the RWCM that interconnects a few nodes, most of them BSs, through a dc microgrid. In it, power electronic dc-dc converters are used to interface each node with the rest of the microgrid. Although these converters could be realized with conventional single-input single-output topologies, a more cost effective and operationally flexible approach is to use multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) bidirectional dc-dc converters called APDNs, exemplified in Fig. 4 and studied in [48] [49] [50] [51] . As it was discussed in these papers, APDNs allow power flow control in all of their ports, which is a very desirable feature for the RWCM because controlled power flow among nodes enables a more effective energy management and operation. Moreover, APDNs can incorporate embedded energy storage, which, as described in [48] , creates the possibility of improving availability. Hence, the use of APDNs enables operating each node with a differentiated availability target, so operation of more critical nodes, e.g., a BS serving a hospital, can be prioritized over other nodes in the RWCM. This is an important feature within the context of realizing a resilient microgrid, because as will be discussed later, the metrics used to measure resilience are analogous to those used to evaluate availability [17] . Furthermore, APDNs are essential system components in order to implement the energy sharing algorithm explained later in this paper. In order to provide an equal basis for comparison of all control approaches discussed in this paper, APDNs are assumed to have ideal power efficiency. Nevertheless, at the proposed power levels, APDNs, such as those in Fig. 4 , can be designed with high efficiency. Moreover, the system cabling layout is expected to be designed following the communication network practices that avoid fully cascaded power distribution architectures. This design in addition to the use of a dc power distribution architecture leads to a reduced number of conversion stages, which may be even lower than in conventional wireless cell site backup power plants. Fig. 5 shows the general architecture of the RWCM energy management and system control platform. As Fig. 5 shows, the proposed controller has a hierarchical structure in which the top level is used to coordinate the operation of all power sources, energy storage devices, and loads in order to optimize RWCM operation. At a lower level, local decentralized controllers located at each node (usually at a cell site, although it is possible to have nodes without a load) are in charge of acting on its corresponding BS traffic and/or local power generation or energy storage devices based on the regulation set points received from the high-level controller. As indicated in [15] , it is assumed that these lower level local controllers operate based on droop laws so that in the case of a failure in the communication link with the high-level controller or in the high-level controller itself, the local controllers are still able to manage local resources and load at their corresponding BSs but at a suboptimal level. Since decentralized control approaches for microgrids in general and for APDNs in particular have been presented in the past [15] , [40] , [49] , the focus of this paper is on the higher level controller that optimizes the operation of the RWCM for enhanced resilience.
B. Control Architecture
C. Planning and Forecasting
Development of a resilient microgrid involving the use of renewable energy sources requires considering weather forecasting both for long-term planning and for shorter term operation. Anticipating weather profiles when planning an RWCM configuration serves to ensure that the microgrid will have sufficient resources, particularly energy storage, in order to meet availability and resiliency requirements without oversizing the system. Short-term weather forecasting serves to ensure that existing resources are used effectively. For example, two-day-ahead weather forecasting influencing controller actions serve in an RWCM to keep batteries with adequate charge levels while anticipating potential future weather conditions that would require more intense use of batteries, while at the same time reducing chances of early battery failure due to inadequate usage profiles.
In the proposed RWCM, the controller achieves higher resiliency by optimizing the use of batteries based on weather forecasting in combination with the integrated management of BSs' power consumption and of power output from renewable sources. Power output from each renewable source (solar and wind) is predicted based on an NB classifier model presented in [18] and implemented based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather information [52] . This weather information is used to anticipate GHI and wind speed conditions and the main variables influencing PV and wind power generation, respectively. The used NB model [18] is an effective probabilistic classification algorithm. Based on Bayes' theorem, the NB method performs the classification with the assumption that the features (the weather variables) are independent of each other in a given class (e.g., the value of the GHI). The fundamental idea of this application of Bayes' theorem is that the probability of a class C ∈ {1, . . . , l} can be estimated based on observations features. The value of l is an integer indicating the class levels, i.e., the set of values that GHI can take; in this paper, l is assumed being equal to 100. In order to apply the proposed algorithm, four weather variables are considered: temperature, relative humidity, dew point, and sky coverage. In the case of GHI prediction, the proposed NB model has three steps. In steps 1 and 2, the training data sets (weather variables) are partitioned into several hourly subsets and the subsets are filtered based on the sky coverage variable, respectively, in order to avoid an overlapping classification and improve the classification accuracy. In step 3, the NB model applies Bayes' theorem based on the assumption of independent variables as follows:
where the weather variables, W 1 , W 2 , and W 3 , represent the temperature, relative humidity, and dew point, respectively. Additionally, the prior probability of C is indicated by P(C) and P(C|W 1 , W 2 , W 3 ). Each conditional probability term of P(W i |C) is then estimated with a Gaussian kernel [18] , and finally, the posterior probability of (1) is updated based on [18] GHI NB = arg max
where GHI NB stands for the target class value, chosen to be the one maximizing the forecast probability as indicated in (2). On a clear day, the values of GHI over time are deterministic (a bell-shaped curve), increasing until noon and decreasing thereafter until sunset. However, on a cloudy day, GHI shows only a partly deterministic characteristic that is difficult to be explained with a simple parametric family distribution, such as a normal distribution N(μ, σ 2 ). Thus, in order to predict GHI more accurately, nonparametric kernel function is used, which can deal with large variations and, therefore, achieve a more accurate GHI prediction. In addition, since the GHI classification is a nonlinear problem, the kernel density function may be preferable to the estimation of GHI variations. Wind speed classification could be performed with a similar methodology. However, contrary to the case of the GHI prediction that requires using four weather variables, because meteorological agencies do not produce a forecast for the GHI, wind speed forecast can be typically directly obtained from the anticipated weather information. Then the proposed NB model can be used to establish the relationship between forecasted wind speed and actual wind power.
D. Resiliency Metrics
In the past, it has been proposed that microgrids can improve resilience [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . However, such statements were not supported with quantitatively metrics that allowed assessing by how much resilience was improved or that provided a way for evaluating different technological alternatives in an objective way. In this paper, based on the aforementioned definition of resiliency from PPD-21 [1] , power supply baseline resilience ρ B of a BS-i.e., the resilience of the proposed microgrid as seen by each of the BSs in the RWCM without accounting for the contribution of energy storage devices-is measured based on a metric analogous to that of availability as [17] 
where T U is the time when the BS is receiving the necessary power from the microgrid and T D is the downtime when the BS is not receiving power from the microgrid either due to failure, damage, maintenance, or repairs. As detailed in [15] , this metric of resiliency analogous to that of availability has been independently proposed in both [53] and [54] . In these works, it is explained how T U and T D relate to the attributes of resiliency indicated in PPD-21, such as withstanding capability and recovery speed, respectively. Both T U and T D are evaluated over the entire period of consideration, which is represented by the sum of T U and T D in the denominator of (3). In order to consider the effect of renewable energy sources on availability, T U is associated with the time when the power generated by the local sources is equal or higher than the load and T D corresponds to the time when the opposite condition is observed. Although (3) seems to be indicating an availability measurement, the baseline resilience metric in (3) is analogous only to the mathematical definition of availability.
The main difference between availability and resilience is that availability is computed based on mean uptime and mean down time calculated over a very large number of failure and repair cycles, whereas resilience in (3) may be calculated over one cycle of potential failure and operation during a disruptive event or may also be calculated over a very large number of cycles. Hence, in this paper, the term availability is still used when considering periods of time sufficiently long, such as in planning assessments, because in such conditions, metrics for availability and resilience are indistinct. In the same way, resilience is defined in an analogous way to availability; in this paper, fragility F is considered to be analogous to unavailability. That is, F = 1 − ρ B . This definition for fragility originates in the lexical definitions of both resilience and fragility. However, it is relevant to indicate that in some past works [55] , the term fragility has been associated with a failure probability depending on a hazard intensity. Likewise, it is important to note that the term resilience is distinct from that of resistance. As it is explained in [17] and [56] , resistance is "the capacity of withstanding the disruptive effects of a given event," which is one of the components of the definition of resilience indicated above. However, this is not the only component of resilience. Quick recovery when there is a disruption is another component of resilience, when indicating that "resilience is the ability to ..... recover rapidly from disruptions." That is, the definition of resilience accepts the possibility that the system under evaluation experiences disruptions. Additionally, the concept of resilience indicates that a more resilient system is the one capable of recovering faster to those disruptions when they occur.
As it was suggested in the first paragraph of this section, (3) measures the microgrid power supply resilience as seen by a BS without accounting for the effect of energy storage in batteries. When the effect of energy storage on power supply resilience is also considered, it leads to the definition of a local resilience ρ L , which is calculated as [17] (4) where μ is the inverse of the downtime T D for the BS power supply in (3) and T bank indicates the battery bank capacity based on the autonomy it provides to its load. That is, resilience can be enhanced with the use of local energy storage, usually in the form of batteries. In other words, local resilience increases with battery autonomy. Such autonomy extension can be achieved in the planning stage by allocating larger battery banks or can be achieved through a more effective operation by the integrated management of power generation and load. The latter is the approach explored in the proposed RWCM discussed in this paper.
E. Battery Bank Life Time Model
Battery life is one important concern for wireless network operators, particularly when batteries are being charged and discharged more often than in conventional backup power plants. When assessing battery life, it is possible to consider cycle life and calendar life. While cycle life is typically dependent on how charges and discharges are controlled and usage profiles, calendar life is also dependent on other factors, such as environmental conditions and, in particular, temperature. Control of these additional factors is out of the scope of this paper, so the focus in this analysis is on cycle life and on the control strategies that can be implemented to limit loss of cycle life due to unsuitable usage profiles. The benchmarking project described in [57] defined battery bank stress factors, which causes an aging process by chemical mechanisms. Based on [57] and [58] , lifetime throughput (kWh) is considered here in order to evaluate the effect of traffic shaping and power sharing control on battery bank lifetime. Consider Fig. 6 as a motivating example for this discussion. Fig. 6 shows the expected number of CTF and lifetime throughput versus DOD for a US 250E XC2 battery. The CTF and throughput curves are estimated from the manufacturer data in [59] , which is measured at a 20-h rate based on nominal 225 Ah and 6 V references. First, the CTF curve is found by fitting a double exponential curve [57] 
where α i is the fitting coefficients (α 1 = 3.388 × 10 4 , α 2 = −0.223, α 3 = 4415, and α 4 = −0.025) and x is the percentage DOD values. Based on the CTF curve, the lifetime throughput Q batt is calculated as [57] 
where the subscript i is a trial number, z is the total number of trial, CT F i is the cycles to failure at DO D i , which is determined by rainflow counting method [57] , and C n is the nominal battery capacity (in this example is 1.35 kWh = 6 V × 225 Ah-it is worth noting that this approach for calculating energy capacity in kilowatt hours implies the assumption of using a simplified battery model suitable with the scope of this paper). Note in Fig. 6 that when battery life is measured based on its lifetime throughput, as done in [57] , then the relationship between battery life and DOD or number of cycles is not monotonic. Even when for deep discharges it is true that deeper DOD or more cycles lead to shorter lifetime throughput, for shallow or moderate depth discharges, it is possible to find higher values of Q batt for higher DOD. That is, while the CTF curve shows a clear dependency with the DOD, the curve for Q batt indicates a weaker dependence on the DOD. For this reason, HOMER [58] calculates the lifetime of a battery bank by just accounting for how much energy is cycled through the battery. Thus, a battery bank life measured in years is calculated as
where N is the number of batteries in a battery bank, Q bank is the total throughput of the batter bank in a year, and Q batt is the lifetime throughput of a single battery.
III. INTEGRATED TRAFFIC POWER MANAGEMENT
This section describes how the net power, i.e., PV and wind power generationless BS power consumption, is managed depending on predicted available renewable energy and battery bank SOC. Specifically, a real-time cellular traffic shaping algorithm is investigated in order not only to increase the use of renewable sources but also to decrease potential excessive battery bank discharges. For simplicity of calculations, this paper assumes an RWCM with two BS and the focus is on the high-level controller.
A. Net Power Generation Model
The net power generated in the RWCM at any given time is defined as
where P Wind [n] is the power generated by wind turbines, P PV [n] is the power generated in PV arrays, and P BS [n] is the power consumed by the BS, all of them considered at time step n. If the effects of temperature on PV cell performance are neglected in order to simplify the calculations, the power generated at a PV module of the RWCM is given by
where A is a total PV module area (m 2 ) and η PV is the conversion efficiency. For simplicity in the calculations, it is assumed that all arrays in the RWCM receive the same GHI and uses the same PV module, a USA MX60-240 PV module, which has a size of 1.7 m 2 , with an efficiency of 14% and a maximum power output of 240 W. In order to characterize P Wind , a theoretical turbine wind speed-power output curve is used [60] . Like the PV modules, it is assumed that all the wind turbines used in the RWCM are the same: a Bergey BWE10 wind turbine is considered, which composes of a three-blade horizontal axis (7-m rotor diameter) with a 9-km/h cut-in wind speed and a maximum power of 10 kW at 41.8 km/h. For the BS, it is assumed that the RWCM is operating in an urban area in which each cell cite has a coverage area given by a circle with a radius of 250 m. As a macro-BS, transmitting three sectors with 2 × 2 MIMO (two transmitters and two receivers) antenna configuration and the transmitting power of 40 dBm are assumed [61] . In addition, the frequency reuse factor of 3 and a 10-MHz system bandwidth are assumed as in [61] . In this paper, a BS power consumption is calculated using the model from [14] , which can shape the traffic at the load based on the predicted renewable energy and battery bank SOC. The power consumption is expressed by
where N T R is the number of active radio transmitters (in this case is 6; the result of multiplying the number of antennas per sector, 2, with the number of sectors per BS, 3), τ [n] is the normalized traffic profile at the nth time period, P T represents a factor (in this paper considered equal to 97) that accounts for the power consumed at the BS depending on the traffic profile, and P B = 65 W is a constant power term accounting for pilot signals, cooling, processing, base band interface, and so on. The traffic shaping factor σ [n] controls the volume of cellular traffic handled by each BS. Settings with σ [n] < 1 indicate that the traffic through a BS is limited to smaller levels than when not doing traffic shaping. Limiting the traffic resulted in increased data delay and real-time video with lower quality (because it needs to be compressed more), which results in end users experiencing a controlled reduction in their QoE. As mentioned earlier, the metric used to measure QoE depends on the type of traffic. For a real-time video, the QoE shall measure the playback quality of the video, and for data traffic, QoE is measured in terms of delay. Reducing the traffic through the BS with a setting of σ
Following (10), the power consumed by the BS can be controlled by setting σ [n]. The proposed traffic management improves resilience in two ways. On the one hand, reduced load makes T bank in (4) to increase. On the other hand, reducing BS load by limiting traffic increases P net as given in (8) . As a result, the uptime tends to increase when traffic is limited and the downtime tends to decrease. Limiting traffic may be beneficial even when applying fixed preset values during power outages events. Indeed, as discussed in [62] , traffic shaping can achieve important reductions in battery bank size without reducing autonomy or in PV array footprint without compromising performance. Although these improvements are beneficial, it is desirable to realize more flexible controllers that provide similar advantages without having to continuously limit traffic. This is the motivation for the controller discussed next.
B. Traffic Shaping Strategy
The previous paragraphs describe the value of integrated traffic and energy management in order to improve resilience while still providing acceptable QoE to network users. However, network operators are also interested in optimizing operation to prevent inadequate energy storage sizing or reduced battery life. Such an optimized operation is achieved through the RWCM higher level controller. The general controller strategy based on (8) and (10) is summarized in Table I and represented in Fig. 7 . In this control strategy, a Markov chain is used in order to estimate the likelihood of batteries being at each of the possible SOC levels. That is, in the Markov chain, each state represents a discrete SOC level, from state #1, representing the discharged state, to state #N, representing the fully charged state. States #2 to # N − 1 represent intermediate SOC levels, usually spaced based on an equal energy difference of W that can be considered to equal a power difference P times a time step period T , which equals the duration of one control action step or period. Hence, the battery capacity equals [19] 
Then, the information about the likelihood of batteries being at each of the possible SOC levels is used to adjust the load using the traffic shaping factor σ [n + 1] in order to optimize battery use while keeping users QoE within acceptable levels. In this paper, for simplicity, T is considered to be equal to 1 h although other time step durations can easily be considered instead. Fig. 7 represents the real-time iterative process using a Markov chain model used to choose the control traffic shaping factor σ [n + 1]. In order to consider the potential effect of future weather conditions, this process begins by calculating the net power profiles up to M hours in the future (P net [n+1] , . . . , P net [n+M]) based on the proposed NB model summarized in Section II-C, which also includes estimation for BS power consumption based on (8) and (10) . The integer Mis determined corresponding to the battery bank capacity [14] , [19] and these profiles are used to calculate the net power transition probabilities p i . Then, the M-step net power transition matrix P M , which includes M-hourahead anticipated battery bank SOC transition information is constructed in order to determine the state probability vector for a Markov chain in which each state represents a discretized SOC level
where v[n] is the battery bank SOC at time step n. Thus, the
where each v i [n + M] represents the probability of each of the SOC states. Once v [n + M] in (13) is calculated, the maximum probability value in v[n + M] is selected as the maximum likelihood battery bank SOC at time step n + M. This value is then used to determine the most suitable value for the traffic shaping factor in the next control decision step, σ [n + 1], in order to prevent excessive battery discharges. In order to evaluate the value of σ [n + 1], an algorithm summarized in Table I is used. For simplicity in the explanation, consider that a BS station is powered only by a PV array coupled with batteries. Then, the battery energy charge level at time step n, S [n] , is given by
Then, at each decision time n, the high-level controller considers a target change in the energy stored in the batteries,
s S[n] − S[n − 1], which is given by s(σ [n]) T (P PV [n] − N TR (97σ [n]τ [n] + 65)). (15) That is, s(σ [n]) = P net [n]T . Values of s(σ [n]) > 0 represent cases when the batteries are charged and s(σ [n])
< 0 are cases when the batteries are discharged. Hence, a large positive setting for s(σ [n]) corresponds to a situation when the battery is rapidly charged, likely implying that traffic is shaped and is significantly reduced or that traffic is already low due to low network usage at the time. Since the former of these two cases is the one of interests in terms of controller design, this is the case considered at this point. When the former case happens, the power consumption at the BS is reduced at the expense of reducing video quality and increasing data delay. Hence, it may be desirable to charge the batteries at a slower rate so that end user experience is not affected as much as when the batteries are rapidly charging. On the contrary, a small value for s(σ [n]) likely imply minimal traffic shaping, or no traffic shaping at all. A value much smaller than zero implies that the batteries may be discharging excessively fast when no or little traffic shaping is likely being applied. Thus, a maximum value for s(σ [n]), s max , is defined as in [14] , representing the maximum value of P net [n + 1] that is set with the maximum traffic shaping (corresponding to the smallest setting of σ [n + 1] = 0.3). This is because the battery SOC is low and the batteries need to be charged fast or because the batteries are being discharged excessively fast and so the load would have to be reduced by applying maximum traffic shaping (in which case s max ≤ 0).
Hence, as indicated in Table I which for simplicity the SOC at time step n of a node is defined based on a linear assumption as
In these cases, SOC lim represents a lower limit for battery bank SOC that is selected based on various aspects, such as battery technology, load criticality, and battery replacement cost. That is, although SOC lim does not represent a fully discharged battery bank, it indicates a condition in which its charge level is considered at a critically low level. On the other end, SOC c and all higher SOCs represent SOC levels sufficiently high that allows operating the microgrid without implementing traffic shaping.
As shown in Table I , the control strategy when the current SOC, SOC[n], is below SOC lim (case 1) or above SOC c (case 3) is straightforward. In case 1, the command sent by the higher level controller is to limit traffic as much as possible, so σ [n + 1] takes the minimum set value. The minimum value for σ [n + 1] is chosen by considering the subjective nature of QoE and that communication networks may operate in conditions where the QoE for end users is reduced to levels that, while not as good as in normal conditions, they are still acceptable to end users if the reduction in QoE is transient. In this paper, the minimum value for σ [n + 1] was chosen to be 0.3. This is following the results in [14] that show that for this minimum setting, video traffic distortion and data traffic delay would be at the limit of QoE acceptability. In case 3, when the battery SOC is sufficiently high-in this paper, it is considered that the battery has at least 90% of its maximum charge-then traffic is not limited and σ [n + 1] is set equal to 1. Note that a traffic shaping scheme that avoids setting σ [n + 1] to its minimum all the time is needed because end users would not accept a service with the minimum acceptable QoE all the time when an operation at better-than-acceptable QoE is possible. In this way, the control strategy serves the purpose of reducing the impact of traffic shaping to end users.
For case 2, the proposed algorithm includes both shortterm (1-time-step) and longer term (M-time-step) strategies. Consider first when s max > 0 so that batteries are being charged. In this situation, if the longer term evaluation of the SOC at time step n + M indicates that the SOC will be above SOC lim , then a 1-step look-ahead traffic shaping strategy based on a logistic function and introduced in [14] is implemented. However, if the evaluation of the SOC at time n+M yields that the SOC[n + M] < SOC lim , then the algorithm recognizes that although within the next time step, batteries are being charged, in M time steps not only batteries would have discharged but they would have discharged below SOC lim . As a result, a better strategy than using the logistic function is to limit traffic more aggressively using the M-steps look-ahead Markov chain strategy, which makes the battery to be charged faster in an attempt to prevent the SOC to fall below SOC lim in M time steps. The use of this more aggressive traffic shaping approach than just using the logistic function introduced in [14] is consistent with the focus of this paper on resilient operation at the expense of a reduced user QoE because [14] sought a less aggressive approach when reducing QoE in order to reduce environmental impact of powering wireless networks. However, when s max ≤ 0 and batteries are discharged, the algorithm follows a 1-time-step look-ahead strategy based on equally spaced intervals in which traffic is limited more as SOC decreases. This strategy is chosen over the logistic curve strategy because although both strategies have the same 1-time-step look-ahead horizon, at higher SOCs, the intervalsbased strategy limits traffic more aggressively than the logistic curve-based strategy, whereas at a lower SOC, both strategies perform similarly. The Markov-chain-based strategy could also have been used during discharges, but the intervals-based strategy was chosen for two reasons. Since the Markovchain-based approach is an M-time-step look-ahead strategy, it tends to limit traffic more aggressively than the 1-step lookahead intervals-based strategy. That is, during discharges, the intervals-based strategy tends to affect QoE in an intermediate way compared with the effects of the logistic curve strategy or the Markov chain strategy.
Still, there is one more important reason for the proposed approach. In reality, the previous discussion assumes perfect weather forecasting, whereas in reality, weather forecast is subject to uncertainties that may lead to wrong forecasting. Such uncertainties and forecasting errors increase as the time horizon for the forecasting increases. That is, in the Markov chain model, as M increases, the chances for the controller of making unnecessarily aggressive or not sufficiently aggressive traffic shaping decisions also increases. For example, if the M-time-step look-ahead forecast suggests that the SOC may fall below SOC lim and the observed weather matches the forecast, then the Markov chain strategy would be desirable. However, if the weather ends up being better than the forecast, then QoE would have been unnecessarily reduced. Likewise, if the forecast anticipate favorable weather conditions so that SOC[n + M] > SOC lim , but the actual weather is worse than the forecast, then the batteries may end up being discharged more than if a 1-step look-ahead strategy was used. Hence, the choice for a method to estimate the weather forecast, such as the NB approach discussed above, is an important aspect affecting system operation. Although other weather prediction methods can be chosen instead of the NB approach considered here, the NB method has shown to be considerably more accurate than other methods presented in the past [18] . Moreover, weather data accuracy may present some issues. In our case, use of weather data from the USA is considered to present a more challenging design environment than the one found in other regions, such as Europe, which is broadly considered to be more accurate. Still, discussion of the forecast estimation errors is outside of the scope of this paper, and for the NB method, it has been presented in [18] .
Evidently, the key issue involving strategy selection is that the controller makes a decision about traffic shaping before the forecast is confirmed or that different weather conditions are observed. Although applying a more aggressive M-timestep look-ahead strategy like the one based on a Markov chain may be more rewarding than a 1-step look-ahead strategy like the one based on intervals, if the observed weather follows the forecast. Although these rewards may be greater with higher values of M, the risk of having the actual weather missing the forecast increases as the number of look-ahead steps considered in the strategy increases. Thus, the proposed controller aims not only at providing some balance between QoE and resilience, but also at assuming a moderate risk taking approach by considering the moderately aggressive 1-time-step look-ahead algorithm when s max ≤ 0 and a lower risk 1-time-step look-ahead algorithm (logistic function) when s max > 0, except in a case when it is predicted that SOC[n + M] < S lim in which case a more aggressive M-timestep Markov chain strategy is used. This choice of assuming a more risky strategy when s max > 0 is explained by the fact that when the decision for which value σ [n + 1] should take is made, P net is positive, and thus, the potential impact of a wrong forecast is more limited than the effects when the wrong forecast occurs with s max ≤ 0 and the batteries are discharging.
In this paper, the focus is primarily on the Markov chain strategy under the condition of s max > 0 in Case 2, because the logistic function was presented in [14] and the intervals-based strategy is straightforward. The operation of the Markov-chain-based algorithm can be exemplified in the following way. Assume that the SOC of the battery is represented through 24 discrete levels from the fully discharged state #1 to the fully charged state #24. If the energy difference between two adjacent SOC levels is 350 Wh and the considered time step is 1 h, then, from (11), the battery bank capacity (C bank ) is about 8.1 kWh (equal to 23×350 W × 1 h), which is consistent with 8 h of battery backup-i.e., with the maximum probability corresponds to an SOC less than SOC lim , σ [n + 1] will be adjusted (decreased) and the iterative Markov chain process in Fig. 7 is repeated until the state with the maximum probability corresponds to an SOC at least equal to one with charge SOC lim . Hence, using the real-time Markov chain model, σ [n + 1] is controlled in order to attempt satisfying the condition SOC[n + M] > SOC lim . If the Markov chain model fails to satisfy this condition, then σ [n + 1] is set equal to 0.3, which represents the maximum traffic shaping.
Consider now Fig. 8 , which shows a related example following the above explanation based on the same configuration of a BS powered by six of the aforementioned PV modules and one of the above-mentioned wind turbines. Fig. 8(a) is obtained based on hourly forecasted renewable energy shown in Fig. 8(c) and considering battery SOC levels for the cases when traffic is not modified and when traffic is shaped based on the integrated traffic power control algorithm and represented in Fig. 8(b) . Fig. 8 shows that after several days of operation without traffic shaping, the battery bank experiences discharges under SOC lim , including times when the batteries are fully discharged. However, as Fig. 8(a) shows, when the traffic shaping algorithm is implemented so σ [n] follows the profile in Fig. 8(b) , the battery charge improves on average about 30 percentage points. Fig. 8(c) shows the difference between the predicted and observed generated power outputs. This prediction uncertainty exemplifies the aforementioned detailed reasoning for the choice of strategies in Table I . The achieved improved utilization of energy storage resources has important benefits in terms of resilience. Before the details are discussed, it is important to note that battery SOC is also dependent on generated power from renewable sources. As Fig. 8 indicates, SOC tends to increase and traffic tends to be less limited when the power generated in the renewable energy sources increases. By inspecting Fig. 8(a) , it is possible to observe that in this example, T U = 15 and T D = 9. Consider also the battery bank and BS indicated above. Since the SOC with traffic shaping is on average 30 percentage points higher than the SOC without traffic shaping, (4) yields that the local resilience without traffic shaping is 0.8458; with traffic shaping, the local resilience improves to 0.8819. Moreover, the extended autonomy represented in T bank (about 30 percentage points) that is achieved with traffic shaping provides additional "cushion" time to react and solve potential power supply issues that could be observed in the BS considered in this example. Thus, the use of the proposed algorithm increases resilience at a local level.
C. Energy Sharing Strategy
The previous discussion assumes an independent operation of all BSs in the RWCM. However, in order to achieve a more resilient microgrid, it is desirable that the battery banks in the RWCM are controlled so they share their stored energy. An example of a situation when it is desirable to operate each battery bank so that they share stored energy is observed when one battery bank SOC is expected to be lower than the lower limit represented by SOC lim while another battery banks is expected to have sufficient energy. Another complementary example is when one battery bank SOC is expected to be higher than the fully charged state while another battery bank is not expected to be fully charged. In these cases, it is desirable to establish power flows between BSs so that energy storage is used more effectively in the entire RWCM and not in one node in particular. APDNs become, then, important components of this resilient microgrid because they allow for a flexible and regulated power flow control between specific RWCM nodes.
Energy sharing is performed only after the traffic shaping scenarios in Table I are applied. For multiple cell sites, the average high-level battery bank SOC at time step n + 1 is defined based on
where B is the number of RWCM nodes with batteries, SOC H, j [n + 1] represents the expected SOC of a battery bank that is equal or above a high-charge reference level, and h indicates the number of RWCM nodes with batteries that have a charge level equal or above the high-charge reference level. In this paper, it is assumed that an SOC level of 0.6 or more with respect to the maximum possible charge is the limit considered for batteries with high SOC. Likewise, it is possible to define an average low-level battery bank SOC at time step n + 1 as
where SOC L , j [n+1] represents the expected SOC of a battery bank that is equal or above a low-charge reference level and l indicates the number of RWCM nodes with batteries that have a charge level below the low-charge reference level, which in this case is considered to be the level associated with SOC lim . Table II shows the energy sharing scenarios that are implemented based on (17) and (18) . In Table II , η batt is the battery charge-discharge efficiency and C bank,L [n + 1] is the equivalent average capacity of the battery banks that are anticipated to have an SOC below SOC lim at time step n + 1. Likewise, C bank,H [n+1] represents the equivalent average battery bank capacity of battery banks with an expected SOC above SOC H,lim at time step n + 1. The algorithm first determines whether SOC H [n + 1] is greater than 1 or not. That is, whether the majority of the RWCM nodes with SOC over SOC H,lim would end up overcharged in time step n + 1. If that is the case (event #2), then the excess energy over the battery capacity is transferred to nodes with an SOC level below SOC lim . By distributing the potential excess charge in this way, RWCM with a low battery back uptime would have its autonomy extended, and thus, according to (4), resiliency is improved. In order to realize this strategy, APDNs shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are essential system components because they allow the excess charge to be distributed to the specific RWCM nodes with batteries with an SOC below SOC lim and prevent having those charges also distributed to other RWCM nodes with batteries that could have charge levels between SOC lim and SOC H,lim as it would occur if power flow among nodes cannot be independently controlled. Hence, APDNs are key enablers of the proposed approach for enhance resilience. In case the algorithm determines that SOC H [n + 1] is not greater than 1 in step n + 1 (event #1), i.e., there may be some nodes with batteries with an SOC above S H,lim , but they would not be overcharged in the time step n + 1, then only the energy necessary to bring batteries with an SOC below SOC lim to SOC lim is transferred from the nodes with batteries with an SOC above SOC H,lim to nodes with batteries with an SOC below SOC lim . Once again, APNDs are essential system components in order to realize this operational strategy to control power flows so that energy is shared among the intended nodes. APDNs are not only essential in order to enable the energy sharing algorithm. Additionally, APDNs allow curtailing power generation when all batteries are fully charged and none of the BS in the RWCM has their traffic limited.
IV. RESULTS
Two configurations are evaluated and compared depending on the operational conditions in the RWCM. In configuration #1 (C1), the power sources are 6 MX60-240 PV modules and an Excel 10-kW wind turbine, whereas in configuration #2 (C2), the power sources are 20 MX60-240 PV modules. These configurations yield availability values that are relatively low for communication network standards. However, they were selected in order to show more clearly the effect of the use of the energy management algorithm presented in this paper and because these values do not affect the generality of the conclusions. In the following discussion, the size of battery bank is assessed first based on [19] and considering resiliency targets and its metric analogous to that of availability [17] introduced in (3) and [53] and [54] . Then, the real-time battery bank operations are evaluated from the perspective of resiliency and battery life. To this end, several assumptions are considered.
1) For the energy storage, a deep-cycle lead acid battery (US 250E XC 2) with a charge-discharge efficiency of 85%. Estimated energy harvested for each configuration during the operational evaluation period. Battery capacity (SOC) depending on target power supply availability.
evaluate the real-time energy management in an RWCM. The estimated energy harvested on each of these months for each configuration is shown in Fig. 9 . BS power consumption is calculated based on the average daily traffic profile in Europe from [61] .
The outcome of the planning portion of the analysis is summarized in Fig. 10 . As Fig. 10 shows, availability-or resilience as they are two analogous concepts within the context of the presented discussion-improvement because increased battery capacity has limits. This important observation can be interpreted in (4) . In this equation, T bank cannot be made infinitively long using infinitely large battery banks because there is a limit to the energy that batteries can receive during charging due to limited power output from the renewable energy sources. This limitation in the charging energy that batteries can receive from renewable energy sources is dependent on the capacity of these sources and the weather and astronomical conditions at the microgrid site. Evidently, as shown in [12] , [17] , and [19] , higher resiliency can be achieved by planning more power generation capacity from renewable energy sources. However, this solution involves a higher cost. Such a cost could be reduced or even avoided by, instead, managing the load power consumption through the discussed traffic shaping and energy sharing algorithms. In order to support further discussion, a battery bank of 8.1 kWh is considered for C1 and the one of 9.45 kWh is considered for C2 yielding availabilities of 0.86 for C1 and 0.69 for C2. Fig. 10 also shows the advantage of diversifying power sources, already identified in [12] and [19] .
In order to evaluate the real-time battery bank SOC management, two cell sites are initially operated independently based on the strategies in Table I . Then the results of independent operation are compared with the results when the energy sharing algorithm in Table II is added to the traffic shaping strategies in Table I . Figs. 11 and 12 show the SOC CDFs obtained when three energy management strategies are considered for each of the configurations: no traffic shaping, with traffic shaping based on Table I , and maximum traffic shaping (σ [n +1] = 0.3 all the time). In general, Figs. 11 and 12 show that the probability of batteries having a given SOC or lower decreases as traffic shaping is implemented more aggressively. Thus, Figs. 11 and 12 make use of the performance metrics indicated throughout this paper, such as resilience metrics (and its relationship with the SOC of the system considering loss of service when batteries are discharged and there is no sufficient power generation) and QoS changes through traffic shaping, in order to provide an indication of improvements provided by RWCMs. Since fragility can be associated with the probability that batteries are fully discharged, then the resiliency corresponding to the 8-month operation from August 2013 to Table I , then the resiliency increases to 0.94 for C1 and 0.79 for C2. If the maximum traffic shaping is applied for the whole test period, the resiliency increases to 0.97 for C1 and 0.83 for C2, but this aggressive setting results in maximum reduction in video quality and increase in data delay. These results for C1 can be compared with those presented in [20] with the same configuration but using only the logistic function for the traffic shaping algorithm. Additionally, [20] was evaluated under more favorable weather and astronomical conditions because data in [20] were measured during the summer period at 12°higher in latitude than data in Fig. 9 , which mostly spans fall and winter conditions. The comparison of the proposed approach here with [20] shows a significant resiliency improvement from 0.79 in [20, Fig. 5 .a] to 0.94 here confirming the validity of the algorithm in Table I balancing QoE, resiliency, and risk. Table III summarizes the results for the no-traffic shaping approach and for traffic shaping strategy following Table I and also indicates the expected downtime during the 8-month evaluation period. As Table III shows, with traffic shaping based on the algorithm in Table I , the downtime is reduced from 42 days over an 8-month period to 14 days for C1 and from 86 days over the same period to 50 days for C2. In terms of resilience and considering a typical electric power outage lasting a week after a hurricane or an earthquake and general weather conditions similar to those observed during the 8-month evaluation period, traffic shaping allows extending the uptime from 139.4 to 157.9 h for C1 and from 107.5 to 132.72 h for C2. This additional uptime not only simplifies logistical efforts of network operators and reduces service recovery time, but also provides operators with additional time to implement mitigating solutions, such as deployment of portable diesel gensets, to prevent any loss of service. Such measures may not be necessary if the proposed configurations include additional power generation sources from renewable energy and increased energy storage capacity in batteries. Still, as indicated, the exemplified configuration was selected in order to show more clearly the effect that the proposed energy management controller has on the RWCM. Nevertheless, as exemplified above, additional requirements in terms of power generation capacity and energy storage are also reduced with the implementation of the proposed controller. Table III also shows the battery life estimations for both configurations when no traffic shaping is applied and when traffic shaping is applied based on the algorithm in Table I.  As Table III indicates, traffic shaping yields higher CTF, throughput, and life for both C1 and C2. Other battery configurations were also evaluated and the results are shown in Table IV. As Table IV shows, with traffic the shaping battery life is extended by about 10% irrespective of the configuration. This result indicates that in the case of sealed lead acid batteries, which usually have a nominal life of 10 years, the nominal life is extended by about 1 year or 10% more. Considering the relatively high cost of batteries compared with that of other components in the RWCM, a 10% battery life extension is another important result of the proposed control approach. Additionally, in all cases when traffic shaping is applied, discharges are shallower effectively extending T bank in (4) and, thus, improving resiliency. It is also observed that one advantage of diversifying power sources, like in C1, is to yield shallower discharges than when only one type of source, such as PV modules in C2, is used. Fig. 13 and Table V summarize the main observations when the energy sharing algorithm in Table II is used in combination with the traffic shaping algorithm in Table I . As Fig. 13 and Table V indicate that although for C1 improvements when adding the energy sharing algorithm is marginal, improvements for C2 are substantial. In particular, the energy sharing algorithm allows the improving resiliency for C2 from 0.79 to 0.91, while discharges are shallower, with the average DOD being reduced from 96.32% to 80.42%. Moreover, the downtime over an 8-month period improves from 50 to 21 days. In terms of resilience and considering the same aforementioned equivalent natural disaster scenario in which an electric power grid outage lasts at least a week, the use of the energy sharing algorithm and traffic shaping algorithm in C2 allows improving the uptime from 132.72 to 154 h and thus improving resiliency metrics. This control strategy applied to C2 also achieves important improvements in terms of number of cycles, CTF, throughput, and life of batteries. As indicated, improvements when the energy sharing algorithm is applied to C1 are not as significant because average discharges when implementing traffic shaping to C1 are already relatively shallow. Hence, improvements with energy sharing with C1 are relatively minor compared with those with C2 in which discharges without energy sharing are relatively deep, even when traffic shaping is implemented. It is important to highlight the role of APDNs in achieving these significant improvements to C2, because, as explained, APDNs are the key RWCM components necessary for implementing an effective energy sharing algorithm. As indicated, both the traffic shaping and energy sharing algorithms are implemented by the high-level controller, which sends the necessary commands to each node to regulate their operation as given by these algorithms. In case of failure of the high-level controller or on the communication links between the nodes and the higher level controller, such algorithms would not operate. Still, the RWCM will maintain operation powering the BSs but at the suboptimal regime in which there is no traffic shaping or energy sharing.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the realization of a dc microgrid in order to provide a highly resilient power supply to wireless communication network BSs. In this way, this microgrid addresses the main sources of communication network disruptions during natural disasters. The focus of this paper is on wireless communication networks applications because the proposed system can be readily used by this industry. The reason for this direct application is that its use is not dependent on modifying regulatory or safety codes, because in this application, the proposed microgrid is a private industrial-type power distribution grid accessible only by trained personnel. The RWCM presented here is intended to facilitate the use of renewable sources in wireless communication networks and, thus, reduce vulnerabilities affecting resilience by avoiding lifeline dependencies. The microgrid power distribution architecture uses APDNs, which are power electronic circuits placed at the nodes of the power distribution grid. These APDNs are essential components enabling the control approach proposed in this paper.
In addition to proposing a novel architecture to power wireless communication cell sites, another fundamental contribution of this paper is addressing issues in the application of renewable energy sources that limit their application to power BSs. These limitations of renewable energy sources are large footprint and variable output. These issues are addressed by a high-level controller presented in this paper that operates power generation, energy storage, and load power consumption in an integrated way. This controller uses a combination of short term, 1-step-aheadlook-ahead strategies, and longer term, M-time-step look ahead strategy, in order to control the load so that batteries have their autonomy extended, and thus, resiliency is increased. The load is controlled by limiting traffic on the BSs while still maintaining acceptable user QoE. An M-time-step look-ahead strategy based on Markov chains using NB weather estimates is also discussed in detail.
The analysis supported by quantitative resilience metrics and actual BS and weather data indicates that the proposed control approach improves power supply resilience by extending battery autonomy and increasing uptimes. Moreover, since the analysis shows that installed power generation capacity limits how much resilience can be improved by adding batteries, the proposed control approach allows for improved resilience without adding more batteries. In the same way, the analysis explains how the proposed approach allows achieving the same levels of resiliency than conventional approaches while reducing the footprint of PV arrays. Additionally, as Fig. 14 summarizing the analytic results show, the inclusion of an energy sharing algorithm in the controller also contributes to improve resiliency and to extend battery life.
Future work includes experimental validation using the Vienna MATLAB LTE-A System Level Simulator, which allows simulating and measuring performance for a multicell LTE network. The simulation is detailed up to the point to be possible to measure the resource allocation for the transmission of each frame in each BS (eNB).
